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Ally Klein had never believed in miracles.

Until this year.

When Prince Jamie Leonetti walked into her antique shop and stole her heart.

Born into the luxury of the Monrovian Royal Family, Jamie Leonetti wasn't looking for love. He was looking
for the perfect gift for his mother when the spunky red-headed girl behind the counter caught his eye.

Ally's free spirit turns Jamie's world of royal duty upside down and suddenly, Christmas becomes much
more joyful. As the heat between Jamie and Ally flares in the winter wonderland of the Monrovian
countryside, Jamie begins to surrender his carefully guarded heart to the fiery American girl that he never
wants to let go.

Finding your happily ever after isn't easy when you're born royal. But this one magic Christmas has Jamie
ready to break all of the rules and fight for a chance at true love.

Some wishes just have to come true.

** Filled with holiday enchantment and spicy, yet sweet romance, A Royal Love is the perfect winter fairy
tale to warm up a chilly night. Although this book is the second book of the Royal Series, it can be read as a
stand-alone novella.
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From reader reviews:

Jennifer Perez:

Throughout other case, little men and women like to read book A Royal Love. You can choose the best book
if you appreciate reading a book. Providing we know about how is important a new book A Royal Love. You
can add information and of course you can around the world by just a book. Absolutely right, because from
book you can know everything! From your country until eventually foreign or abroad you may be known.
About simple factor until wonderful thing it is possible to know that. In this era, we can easily open a book
or searching by internet device. It is called e-book. You can utilize it when you feel fed up to go to the
library. Let's study.

Marjorie Wright:

What do you concentrate on book? It is just for students because they're still students or the idea for all
people in the world, the actual best subject for that? Just you can be answered for that issue above. Every
person has several personality and hobby per other. Don't to be compelled someone or something that they
don't wish do that. You must know how great and also important the book A Royal Love. All type of book is
it possible to see on many sources. You can look for the internet options or other social media.

Gregory Mendoza:

The publication untitled A Royal Love is the e-book that recommended to you you just read. You can see the
quality of the reserve content that will be shown to you. The language that author use to explained their way
of doing something is easily to understand. The article writer was did a lot of analysis when write the book,
so the information that they share to you personally is absolutely accurate. You also could possibly get the e-
book of A Royal Love from the publisher to make you a lot more enjoy free time.

Billy Anderson:

In this time globalization it is important to someone to find information. The information will make a
professional understand the condition of the world. The healthiness of the world makes the information
quicker to share. You can find a lot of references to get information example: internet, newspapers, book,
and soon. You will see that now, a lot of publisher that will print many kinds of book. Typically the book
that recommended to you personally is A Royal Love this reserve consist a lot of the information with the
condition of this world now. This specific book was represented how can the world has grown up. The
dialect styles that writer require to explain it is easy to understand. Typically the writer made some study
when he makes this book. That is why this book ideal all of you.
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